
                                                             Section – A

♣ Read the following extracts and answer the questions given below them:     10

 Suddenly the old man stumbled over a loose paving stone, and fell heavily on the ground. “Don’t

leave me, little boy,” murmured the old man. “No, I will stay here,” said Alan, and he sat down beside

him, for he felt sure that someone would come that way soon.

(1) What did the old man murmur?

(2) ‘He felt sure’ means….

       (a) he was hopeful. (b) he was confident. (c) he was doubtful.

 “He does go and live with Aunt Mable. He also lives with Aunt Emily and Aunt Beryl. That’s his

trouble- he has too many doting sisters ready to put him up and put up with him. Their husbands are all

quite well of and can afford to have him now and then. So our Ken spends three months with Emily, and

three months with me. That way he gets through the year as everyone’s guest and doesn’t have to worry

about making a living.”  

(3) Why does the narrator say that Uncle Ken has been very lucky?

(4) Give the names of Uncle Ken’s sisters. 

 The door could only be bolted from outside. “Quick”, I said urgently. “Get upon that ledge near the

ventilator, hurry u.” Using a high stool we both scrambled up onto the ledge. It was not very wide but

was high enough for the ground for some degree of security. We had often wondered why the mason

had made that one solitary shelf. But we both blessed him for it now.

(5) Why did the writer (Sree) bless the mason that night?

(6) Find out the words from the passage which mean: (a) only  (b) surprised 

 Both Susie and Mr. Franks wrote to me often. Mr. Franks’ letters were amusing and always contained

some news of  his  garden and his  plants.  I  would write  to  him regularly.  My school  in  Delhi  had

beautifully kept gardens whenever I sat near the flowers, I remembered Mr. Franks.

(7) How were Mr. Franks’ letters?

(8) When did the writer remember Mr. Franks?
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  An interview involves people and their personalities so it is always a situation where something

unexpected or unpredictable may happen. You will have to rely on your presence of mind and common

sense to deal with such a situation.

(9) What does an interview involve?

(10) Why do we have to rely on our presence of mind and common sense?

  
♣ Answer the questions based on the text book in two or three sentences each.     04

(11)  Who was the intruder? How did Gobinda feel relieved after seeing it?

(12)  How will EDUSAT be useful in the field of education?

♣ Write any two short notes: (Que. 13 to 14)     06

(a)  Hanumanthappa’s Honesty.

(clues: His appearance- writer’s help- give back money- taken aback)

      

(b) Nehru’s Principle of Live and Let Live’ in the Prison.

(clues: observant - war of bed- bugs and mosquitoes- wasps, hornets, bats, lizards etc., brain fever

bird- scorpion, snakes, dogs)

  

(c) The title: “ The Baby is Finally Ours.

(clues: kitchen, pretty furniture, radio, car etc.- The life style of Jack and Jill- returns the cheque )

                                                            Section – B         

♣ Read the following text and answer the questions given below it:     05

        A guru had two disciples  who were in the habit  of arguing with each other.Often the two

accompanied the guru when he went out on pilgrimage or went to visit his other disciples.while he

walked in silence, the disciples went on exchanging words heatedly.Each one stuck to his point of view,

unwilling to see any truth in the other.

        One day the guru set out for the capital.The two disciples accompanied him. As usually, they

argued over many issues most of which were useless.

        A heavy shower detained (prevented for leaving or doing something) them midway at a rest –

house.They resumed their journey after the rain subsided.By the time they approached the town, it was



past midnight.The capital was protested by a high circular wall and the gates used to be locked at the

midnight by the sentries.(Soldiers who guard the buildings who camped atop the wall).

Que. (15) What was the habit of the two disciples?

         (16) For which place the guru set out? Who accompanied him?

         (17) What detained them? Where?

         (18) How was the capital protected?

         (19) Find out the similar from the passage : (1) restrain  (2) decrease

♣ Read the following stanza of the poem and answer the questions given below it:,     05

     God is not unjust                                Right or wrong

     Nor is he unkind           He does not wait

     It’s the ‘Karma’           For the time

     That follows           No prayers will help

     Soft footed behind           No love shall hold

    And whether it is 

Questions:

(20) How is God according to the poet?

(21) For what is the phrase ‘soft footed’ used?

(22) What will not help to the man?

(23) Who follows the man?

 (24) Find out the similar word: (1) Unfair (2) Very Slowly                                           

♣ Read the following unseen text and answer the questions given below it :     05

        Teaching may be considered to be a way of helping people acquire knowledge of differents things

and there are innumberable subjects that are to be known.But the fundamental teaching that Swami

Vivekanand believed in  was that  every soul  is  potentially  perfect.Swamiji  defined education  as the

manifestation  of  perfection  already  in  man.Every  man  is  perfect  but  he  is  not  aware  of  the

perfection.What the teacher has to do is to make his pupil become aware of his inherent perfection.An

ordinary teacher thinks of his pupils as boys whose minds are ‘tabula rasa’ (Blank Slate) on which he

has  to  write  what  he deems fit.He feels  that  his  pupils  are  lumps  of  clay for  him to model  forms

according to his liking.That is the common notion.But Swamiji held an altogether different view.He

says that every child has got innate perfection and it is for the teacher to pave the way for the child to

manifest the innate perfection in him.      

 Que: (25) How did Swamiji define education?

          (26) What does an ordinary teacher think of his pupils?



          (27) What is the common notion of the teacher regarding his pupils?

          (28) What according to Swamiji, should teacher do for the child?

          (29) Find out the similar word from the passage: ‘Countless’  

♣ Read the following passage and write its summary. Also give it suitable title:     05

(30)   There is the greatest difference in the world between conquering by power, and conquering by

kindness. The former is like building a dam across a stream of water. It may stop its flow for a little

while, but presently the dam will give way, and then stream will rush on with more force and fury than

ever. Conquering by power is like chaining a lion; conquering by kindness keeps the lion from doing

harm, by changing his nature, and turning him into a lamb.

                                                          Section – C

(31) Bina D. Trivedi,  from Astha Flats, Nehru Road, Rajkot - 360001 writes a letter  to the Station

Master, The Railway Division Branch, Rajkot about the damaged parcel received by her.    07

(32) Write a brief report on ‘Blood Donation Camp’ held in your school.     05

(33) Write an essay on any one of following in about 150 words:     08  

    My Favorite Cricketer

(clues: name - qualities - style - achievements - what make him / her your favorite player)

Or
    Books - Our Best Friends

  (clues: Different forms, style, subjects, new ideas, creativity, real friends in leisure and lonliness)

                                                            Section - D

(34) Study the following table and make eight sentences:        04    

Summer Rainy Season Winter
Duration Feb. to May June to Sept. Oct. to Dec.
Climate Very hot Cloudy Cold
Festival Fairs / melas Gauri Vrat, Ganesh 

Festival

Diwali / Dussera

Work Ploughing field Sowing seeds Reparing harvest

(35) Prince R. Patel from 5, Gandhi Society, Nr. S.I.D. Science School, Baroda writes an application for

the post of a librarian to Sharada Mandir Highschool, Jamnagar.     06

♣ Rewrite the following paragraph correcting the underlined words:      (Que.36 to 45)         05



       The poet expresses his view four beautiful things, which different from common view. We major

the beauty  form outward appearance. That is wrong according to  them. He wants to convey that the

outward  appearance  is  of  no  use  if  the  wickedness,  impurity,  insincerity,  cruelty,  crookedness  and

dishonesty are  hid behind it. God has given us organs for ministering kind, honest and noble deeds.

From the vary beginning he talks about dark or fare face. He wants to say that from outer look we can’t

judge a person as beautiful so for him beautiful faces are those that have honest soles.

(46) Turn the following conversation into the indirect speech:      04
       
       Jack: What are you doing now?

       Alan: I am doing my regular exercises and yoga.

       Jack: Please teach me some steps in aerobic exercises.

      Alan: Well, don’t worry. I am in hurry. I will surely help you this evening.

                                                                 Section – E

♣ Fill in the gaps with the appropriate forms of the verbs given in the brackets. (Que.47 to 51)   05

    Florence Nightingale was a daughter of a very wealthy man. She …… (dedicate) herself to the

service of suffering humanity. Her heart …… (to be) full of sympathy and mercy. She …… (make) the

profession of nursing a respectable one. She …… (remember) fondly even today as “The Lady with a

Lamp”. In many parts of the world, people …… (to be) grateful to her for the service she rendered to

humanity.

♣ Complete the following sentences using the words given in the brackets:     06

(52) It is strange that ……. (a cat, afraid of a mouse)

(53) Bangalore is one of ……. (developed, cities of India)

(54) Lucy teaches English as if ……. (an English teacher)

(55) Hardly had father scolded the child ……. (begin, cry)

(56) The more you earned, the less……. (spend)

(57) Nancy is too weak ……. (read, German)

(58) Combine the following sentences and make one meaningful sentence:      03

       I used to wear a cap. It marked me as a Muslim. I always sat in the front row next to Ramanadha

Sastry. He wore a sacred thread.



♣ Rewrite the following text by replacing the underlined words with those given in the brackets. Make

necessary changes: (Que. 59 to 61)     03

 (continue, proceed , change)

     If you don’t keep on exercise regularly, you won’t be fit. Get on with hard work and there is no 

doubt you will have amazing break through.

♣ Rewrite the following text filling in the gaps using proper form of words given in the brackets:

                                                                                           (Que. 62 to 65)     04

    Cancer is not an …… (curable) disease now. If it is …… (diagnosis) in an earlier stage, its ……

(cure) is …… (possibility).

                        

                                                           * * * * * * * * * * 

Go on Reading Actively, Silently & 
Precisely.


